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1: Musical Lyrics - Broadway Musicals
How to Get Into Musical Theatre. Musical theatre is a great extra curricular for college applications and is getting more
and more popular with men, women, boys, and girls alike. Whether you want to perform in high school, community, or.

You start at the bottom and with a lot of hard work, determination and luck, might get a shot if you take every
opportunity that comes your way. There are basics that every single person who has made it has taken. Though
their paths have all been different, here are the things you can do to begin your path to Broadway: Network
Connections are a huge portion of this industry. See as Much Theatre as You Can See as many shows as you
can â€” both directly in your chosen area and outside of it. Also take care of your skin and learn how to apply
makeup, invest in clothing and shoes that look good on you, is comfortable and allows you to move. As much
as everyone would like to believe that looks are only a part of the equation â€” they are a big part and form
your first impression. If you look good, hold yourself well and walk into a room feeling good about yourself,
you have a leg up over at least half of your competition. Show Up and Move On You will be rejected over and
over again. You will spend months preparing for an audition and not get a callback. You will not even be
considered for a role you know you are perfect for because they decided they want a veteran actress playing it,
or producers think Adele will bring in more ticket sales. You might be an inch taller than the man they want to
cast as the male lead and so miss out. But your job if you really want to work in this industry is to grow a thick
skin, shake it off, and show up for the next audition. To again pour out your heart and soul â€” to invest every
ounce of your being in the next one, most likely to be rejected once again. Everyone has different techniques
for dealing with this â€” one actress figured out that she would get a callback for every 18 auditions she did,
so she would keep track. During rehearsals, listen to your director, be nice to your stage manager, learn from
and work with your fellow actors and soak it all up. Advice Directly from the Pros: Do everything u
canâ€¦community theater to school plays, work hard respect the craft and be good to all â€” never know who
they become. Find a great acting teacher. Take as many classes as you can in all disciplines. Get ready to work
like you never have before. Research, be prepared, know your type, be kind, find an outside hobby â€” sanity!
Lots of hard work, persistence, training, networking and LUCK! JK â€” my advice is to make sure you are
fully prepared though I always have a tendency of always messing up my dialogue but I go in prepared. And
go in loving what it is. Do you have advice to share or questions for others who work in the industry? How do
you cope with rejection? What advice would you give someone just starting out? Use the comment form
below and help make this post even better!
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2: How to Get Into Musical Theatre (with Pictures) - wikiHow
Original lyrics of Chess - Where I Want To Be song by Musicals. Explain your version of song meaning, find more of
Musicals lyrics. Watch official video, print or download text in PDF.

Early theatre in New York[ edit ] Interior of the Park Theatre , built in New York did not have a significant
theatre presence until about , when actor-managers Walter Murray and Thomas Kean established a resident
theatre company at the Theatre on Nassau Street , which held about people. The company moved to New York
in the summer of , performing ballad operas and ballad-farces like Damon and Phillida. By the s, P. Barnum
was operating an entertainment complex in lower Manhattan. The 3,seat theatre presented all sorts of musical
and non-musical entertainments. The Astor Opera House opened in A riot broke out in when the lower-class
patrons of the Bowery objected to what they perceived as snobbery by the upper class audiences at Astor
Place: Birth of the musical and post-Civil War[ edit ] Theatre in New York moved from downtown gradually
to midtown beginning around , seeking less expensive real estate. In the beginning of the 19th century, the
area that now comprises the Theater District was owned by a handful of families and comprised a few farms.
In , Mayor Cornelius Lawrence opened 42nd Street and invited Manhattanites to "enjoy the pure clean air. In ,
the heart of Broadway was in Union Square , and by the end of the century, many theatres were near Madison
Square. Theatres did not arrive in the Times Square area until the early s, and the Broadway theatres did not
consolidate there until a large number of theatres were built around the square in the s and s. The Black Crook
, considered by some historians to be the first musical. The first theatre piece that conforms to the modern
conception of a musical, adding dance and original music that helped to tell the story, is considered to be The
Black Crook , which premiered in New York on September 12, The production was a staggering
five-and-a-half hours long, but despite its length, it ran for a record-breaking performances. They starred high
quality singers Lillian Russell , Vivienne Segal , and Fay Templeton , instead of the women of questionable
repute who had starred in earlier musical forms. As transportation improved, poverty in New York diminished,
and street lighting made for safer travel at night, the number of potential patrons for the growing number of
theatres increased enormously. Plays could run longer and still draw in the audiences, leading to better profits
and improved production values. As in England, during the latter half of the century, the theatre began to be
cleaned up, with less prostitution hindering the attendance of the theatre by women. Pinafore in , were
imported to New York by the authors and also in numerous unlicensed productions. This would not be
surpassed until Irene in In , theatre owners Marc Klaw and A. Erlanger formed the Theatrical Syndicate ,
which controlled almost every legitimate theatre in the US. A Trip to Coontown was the first musical comedy
entirely produced and performed by African Americans in a Broadway theatre largely inspired by the routines
of the minstrel shows , followed by the ragtime -tinged Clorindy: The Origin of the Cakewalk , and the highly
successful In Dahomey Still, New York runs continued to be relatively short, with a few exceptions,
compared with London runs, until World War I. Wodehouse , Guy Bolton , and Harry B. Victor Herbert ,
whose work included some intimate musical plays with modern settings as well as his string of famous
operettas The Fortune Teller , Babes in Toyland , Mlle. Since colored bulbs burned out too quickly, white
lights were used, and Broadway was nicknamed "The Great White Way". After a strike shut down all the
theatres, the producers were forced to agree. By the s, the Shubert Brothers had risen to take over the majority
of the theatres from the Erlanger syndicate. From then, it would go on to become the first show to reach 1,
performances. Competing with motion pictures[ edit ] Broadway north from 38th St. All but the Winter
Garden are demolished. The motion picture mounted a challenge to the stage. At first, films were silent and
presented only limited competition. By the end of the s, films like The Jazz Singer were presented with
synchronized sound, and critics wondered if the cinema would replace live theatre altogether. While live
vaudeville could not compete with these inexpensive films that featured vaudeville stars and major comedians
of the day, other theatre survived. The musicals of the Roaring Twenties , borrowing from vaudeville, music
hall and other light entertainments, tended to ignore plot in favor of emphasizing star actors and actresses, big
dance routines, and popular songs. Florenz Ziegfeld produced annual spectacular song-and-dance revues on
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Broadway featuring extravagant sets and elaborate costumes, but there was little to tie the various numbers
together. Clearly, the live theatre survived the invention of cinema. Between the wars[ edit ] Leaving these
comparatively frivolous entertainments behind, and taking the drama a giant step forward, Show Boat ,
premiered on December 27, , at the Ziegfeld Theatre , representing a complete integration of book and score,
with dramatic themes, as told through the music, dialogue, setting and movement, woven together more
seamlessly than in previous musicals. It ran for performances. Kaufman and Moss Hart. According to John
Kenrick writing of Broadway musicals, "Every season saw new stage musicals send songs to the top of the
charts. Public demand, a booming economy and abundant creative talent kept Broadway hopping. To this day,
the shows of the s form the core of the musical theatre repertory. The changes would prove painful for
manyâ€”including those behind the scenes, as well as those in the audience. The Save the Theatres campaign
then turned their efforts to supporting establishment of the Theater District as a registered historic district.
This makes for an eight-performance week. On this schedule, most shows do not play on Monday and the
shows and theatres are said to be "dark" on that day. The Tony award presentation ceremony is usually held on
a Sunday evening in June to fit this schedule. In recent years, some shows have moved their Tuesday show
time an hour earlier to 7: The earlier curtain makes it possible for suburban patrons to get home by a
reasonable hour after the show. Some shows, especially those produced by Disney , change their performance
schedules fairly frequently depending on the season. This is done in order to maximize access to their target
audience. Producers and theatre owners[ edit ] Most Broadway producers and theatre owners are members of
The Broadway League formerly "The League of American Theatres and Producers" , a trade organization that
promotes Broadway theatre as a whole, negotiates contracts with the various theatrical unions and agreements
with the guilds, and co-administers the Tony Awards with the American Theatre Wing , a service
organization. While the League and the theatrical unions are sometimes at loggerheads during those periods
when new contracts are being negotiated, they also cooperate on many projects and events designed to
promote professional theatre in New York. Of the four non-profit theatre companies with Broadway theatres,
three Lincoln Center Theater , Manhattan Theatre Club , and Roundabout Theatre Company belong to the
League of Resident Theatres and have contracts with the theatrical unions which are negotiated separately
from the other Broadway theatre and producers. Disney also negotiates apart from the League, as did Livent
before it closed down its operations. However, generally, shows that play in any of the Broadway houses are
eligible for Tony Awards see below. The majority of Broadway theatres are owned or managed by three
organizations: Personnel[ edit ] Both musicals and stage plays on Broadway often rely on casting well-known
performers in leading roles to draw larger audiences or bring in new audience members to the theatre. Actors
from movies and television are frequently cast for the revivals of Broadway shows or are used to replace
actors leaving a cast. There are still, however, performers who are primarily stage actors, spending most of
their time "on the boards", and appearing in television and in screen roles only secondarily. Broadway once
had many homegrown stars who committed to working on a show for a year, as Nathan Lane has for The
Addams Family. In , some theater heavyweights like Mr. Lane were not even nominated; instead, several
Tony Awards were given for productions that were always intended to be short-timers on Broadway, given
that many of their film-star performers had to move on to other commitments. Time was that a producer would
require a minimum commitment from his star of six months, and perhaps a year; now, the week run is the
norm. For example, the agreement specifies the minimum size of the orchestra at the Minskoff Theatre to be
18, at the Music Box Theatre to be 9. Investing in a commercial production carries a varied degree of financial
risk. Shows do not necessarily have to make a profit immediately. If they are making their "nut" weekly
operating expenses , or are losing money at a rate which the producers consider acceptable, they may continue
to run in the expectation that, eventually, they will pay back their initial costs and become profitable. In some
borderline situations, producers may ask that royalties be temporarily reduced or waived, or even that
performersâ€”with the permission of their unionsâ€”take reduced salaries, in order to prevent a show from
closing. Theatre owners, who are not generally profit participants in most productions, may waive or reduce
rents, or even lend a show money in order to keep it running. Some Broadway shows are produced by
non-commercial organizations as part of a regular subscription seasonâ€” Lincoln Center Theatre ,
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Roundabout Theatre Company , Manhattan Theatre Club , and Second Stage Theater are the four non-profit
theatre companies that currently have permanent Broadway venues. Some other productions are produced on
Broadway with "limited engagement runs" for a number of reasons, including financial issues, prior
engagements of the performers or temporary availability of a theatre between the end of one production and
the beginning of another. However, some shows with planned limited engagement runs may, after critical
acclaim or box office success, extend their engagements or convert to open-ended runs. Historically, musicals
on Broadway tend to have longer runs than "straight" i. On January 9, , The Phantom of the Opera at the
Majestic Theatre became the longest running Broadway musical, with 7, performances, overtaking Cats. This
service is run by Theatre Development Fund. Many Broadway theatres also offer special student rates,
same-day "rush" or "lottery" tickets, or standing-room tickets to help ensure that their theatres are as full, and
their grosses as high as possible. To be eligible for a Tony, a production must be in a house with seats or more
and in the Theater District, which criteria define Broadway theatre. Off-Broadway and Off-Off-Broadway
shows often provide a more experimental, challenging and intimate performance than is possible in the larger
Broadway theatres. After, or even during, successful runs in Broadway theatres, producers often remount their
productions with new casts and crew for the Broadway national tour, which travels to theatres in major cities
across the country. Sometimes when a show closes on Broadway, the entire production, with most if not all of
the original cast intact, is relaunched as a touring company, hence the name "Broadway national tour". Some
shows may even have several touring companies out at a time, whether the show is still running in New York
or not, with many companies "sitting down" in other major cities for their own extended runs. Smaller cities
may attract national touring companies, but for shorter periods of time. Or they may even be serviced by "bus
and truck" tours. These are scaled-down versions of the larger, national touring productions, historically
acquiring their name because the casts generally traveled by bus instead of by air, while the sets and
equipment traveled by truck. Tours of this type, which frequently feature a reduced physical production to
accommodate smaller venues and tighter schedules, often run for weeks rather than months. Some will even
play "split weeks", which are half a week in one town and the second half in another. On occasion, they will
also play "one-nighters". Awards[ edit ] Broadway productions and artists are honored by the annual
Antoinette Perry Awards commonly called the " Tony Awards ", or "Tony" which are given by the American
Theatre Wing and The Broadway League , and which were first presented in Their importance has increased
since when the awards presentation show began to be broadcast on national television. In a strategy to improve
the television ratings, celebrities are often chosen to host the show, some with scant connection to the theatre.
If the next show planned is not announced, the applicable columns are left blank. Capacity is based on the
capacity given for the respective theatre at the Internet Broadway Database.
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3: "I Want" Song - TV Tropes
I've rarely ever come into contact with someone who didn't have an idea for a musical. Everyone wants to write one or
be in one or just be on the team. I read nearly every day about musicals that are being made based on beloved films,
truly mediocre films or films amazingly inappropriate for a [ ].

No Square Theatre - Legion St. Laguna Beach, CA Click the ticket! One thing to keep in mind: They want you
to do well. That makes their job of casting much easier! First, let me stress that these are tips, not rules.
Unfortunately, there is no "right" way to audition for a show. These are just rules-of-thumb that I personally
use when I audition for a show, or things that I appreciate when helping cast a show. Second, while auditions
are probably pretty much the same everywhere, most of my experience is in auditioning for amateur musicals
in the central Illinois area. Other areas may have slightly different customs, and professional auditions are a
different animal entirely. Reading tips At some point in the process, the director will give you a script and
have you read through a scene with other auditioners. The director merely wants to hear the quality of your
voice, see how you look with the other actors, and see if you can make a "connection" with other auditioners.
Focus instead on really trying to listen to what is being said, and react to it even when you are not the person
speaking! Try to understand what the scene is about, what your character is trying to accomplish, and how that
character would go about trying to achieve their goals. You usually get a few minutes to look over the script,
especially if you are in the first group to read a particular scene. If you have any questions about the scene or
how to pronounce any words , ask the director before you start. If at all possible, try to get ahold of the script
ahead of time. Most times, you can call the box office of the theatre the week before auditions, and they will
provide you with a copy. If they do, make sure you return it before the first scheduled audition! If they will
not, the Peoria library has a number of scripts on the shelves, or you can try to find it at a bookstore or on the
internet like the Drama Book Shop. If you are after a certain part, it is important that you become as familiar
as you can with that role. Try to figure out what would be likely passages for the director to have auditioners
for that role read, and prepare them ahead of time. The director may give you advice about how to read a
certain line, or how to read the whole scene. If that happens, try to incorporate the suggestions in your
performance, even if it seems odd or wrong. Everyone will notice how well you take direction, and that has a
huge impact on whether or not a person gets cast. Do your best, but ultimately, choreographers are most
interested in who looks energized and exciting while moving in time with music. If you have dance training,
so much the better, but it is not usually necessary, unless it is a huge tap dancing show like Crazy For You , or
unless you are auditioning for a specific part that needs ballet like the Dream Ballet dancers in Oklahoma! If
you mess up the steps, put your feet in the wrong place, or forget what to do with your hands, it is not the end
of the world. Even very polished dancers mess up sometimes. However, when you miss something, it is
important that you keep smiling and keep going! A big smile and an air of confidence can hide a multitude of
mistakes with your feet. Actual dancers can take note of this, too. As a general note, make sure when the
choreographer is teaching the steps, you are standing in a place where you can see. Frequently, people
uncomfortable with dance try to hide in the back. The choreographer knows this trick and will see you
anyway. Singing tips Most auditions will require that you bring a prepared piece to sing. When I audition, I try
to sing one verse and one chorus of a song, unless it is unusually short. They say that a music director will
know whether they want to cast you within the first two measures of your song. You must bring sheet music.
A really good place to order music on the internet is Sheet Music Plus. The public library can also be a source
of sheet music. An accompanist will be provided, but you can bring your own if you desire, although this is
seldom done. It is almost never good form to bring a recording with which to sing, or to sing a cappella
unaccompanied. Mark your music with appropriate staring and stopping points, and any changes in tempo.
The accompanists are generally very good, but if you bring an extremely difficult piece to play either
exceptionally fast with weird rhythms or in a terrible key , they may have difficulty, which could throw off
your audition. Your selection can really be any piece of music you want, although some are better choices than
others. Pop music is hardly ever heard in auditions; stick with traditional musical theatre songs unless
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auditioning for a rock musical or explicitly told otherwise. Try to avoid songs that are overdone. I personally
try to avoid songs from really well-known classics like Oklahoma! If it is possible, it is really advantageous to
sing something stylistically similar to the part for which you are auditioning. Some music directors
specifically ask for auditioners not to sing something from the show for which they are auditioning. Most
importantly, be courteous to the accompanist. Give them your music neatly marked , explain what tempo you
would like it played, and point out any unusual tempo changes. After you sing, thank them! Most
accompanists are wonderful players, but even if they are lousy, they are doing you a favor by playing for you,
and everyone will notice how you treat them. General tips Know your type! This is difficult for all of us, but it
is important to audition for roles that fit you. If you are an alto, auditioning for a high soprano role is not
advisable. Similarly, if you are going-on and are auditioning for The Sound of Music, trying out for teenager
Liesl von Trapp is a better idea than auditioning for the matronly Reverend Mother unless it is a Youth
Theatre or High School production. In amateur theatre, it is possible to occassionally get cast "against type,"
but it is safer for you to play to your strengths. Get there ahead of time! Try to arrive five or ten minutes
before the announced starting time. There are almost always audition forms to fill out before beginning the
actual audition. You may wait around for a few minutes while everyone else is filling out their forms, but
directors usually appreciate the extra effort. If you will only accept a specfic role, please tell them that! Make
sure to list all dates you cannot be at rehearsals. Wear things you will be able to move in. Tight jeans, suits,
skirts, or dresses are probably not appropriate unless you know there is not going to be a dance audition. Most
people wear sweats or loose-fitting jeans. If it is at all appropriate, you can try to outfit yourself similarly to
what your character would wear. If there is not a dance audition, jeans are still appropriate, although you will
look more serious and professional if you wear something more business-like. But, if you are auditioning for a
teenager in Bye Bye Birdie or a stripper in Gypsy, that may not be the image you wish to project! In that case,
they will hold call-back auditions. Just because you do not receive a call-back does not mean you will not be
cast, or even that you will not get the part you want! It just means that they saw everything from you that they
needed to see. Some people try to wear the same outfit that they wore to the original audition. The audition is
all about showing yourself off to the best of your ability, and projecting an image of yourself in the part you
want to play. Just go out there and do your best! Good luck to you!
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4: How Do I Audition for a Musical?
For example, if you want to notate that there is going to be a musical number in a scene, you would add in "Music starts
playing (insert musical number here)" into the script. This will signal to the actors that a song is going to be performed.

Odette gets another more subdued one in the first sequel. Parodied in South Park: Sam realizes how silly this
is. The song is also a subversion-Sam has all he needs to be happy already, anything more would be greedy.
The short film Once Upon A Honeymoon, featured in episode of Mystery Science Theater , featured a
housewife singing such a song, but while it started out wishing for "a castle in the sky" and similar ethereal
language, it quickly degenerated into wishing for a less drippy faucet, a living room set, a bedroom motif that
Servo identified as "sort of a westerny-ginghamy-oriental-modernesque-prairie-school-type thing" The short
was, in fact, an ad from Bell Telephone, made at a time when all phones had to be rented from the phone
company and colors other than black cost extra. Quite a few of the songs in The Wicker Man are combinations
of this and the Villain Song , and all of them are about sex in some way or another. In the movie of The Little
Prince, the Pilot has "I Need Air", about his love of flight serving as a way to escape the dreary adult world. A
more materialistic version: The fame and fortune and more One could argue that in High School Musical 3:
Later in the film, the song is reprised by Whatshisname himself, Ryan, who seems to be well on his way to
getting it all. The Genetic Opera could qualify, as Shilo sings about yearning to venture outside of her room as
she damns her genetics. Or, "Mark It Up" for the villainous equivalent. Which is made Hilarious in Hindsight
due to the existence of Spamalot. A rather sad one. Limpet "Maybe" is for all the foster girls in Annie.
Live-Action TV Three words. Joss even mentions it being the "I Want" Song in the commentary. Buffy
actually gets TWO I wants: What he wants is Buffy, but he goes through the entire song trying badly to
convince us he has no interest in her. Whose Line Is It Anyway? Lee Harvey Oswald and JFK singing a duet
about wanting be find a place "where I can do - what I want to - and all at my own pace" and "a place where I
- can just unwind - and work on my own mind.
5: Nick Hern Books | So You Want To Be In Musicals?ByRuthie Henshall, WithDaniel Bowling,
Shelves: musical-theatre-ba-hons-reading-lis This book was on my reading list for drama school, and I think it was an
excellent choice of book to start with. It is simply laid out into five sections revolving around the Musical Theatre industry:
Training, Auditioning, Rehearsing, Performing, and Working.

6: Ghost the Musical - With You Lyrics
Ruthie Henshall's stage performances include Roxie Hart and Velma Kelly in Chicago on both sides of the Atlantic,
Nancy in Oliver!, Marian Halcombe in The Woman in White, Grizabella in Cats, and Polly Brown in the UK premiere of
Crazy for You.

7: So You Want to Be in Musicals? by Ruthie Henshall
I Want to Be in Musicals (Dream Jobs) [Mary R Dunn] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying
offers. Describes what it is like to be in a Broadway musical, discussing the singing, dancing, and acting skills needed.

8: How to Write a Musical: 11 Steps (with Pictures) - wikiHow
This Song is perfomed by the late, great David Carroll. He got a Tony Nomination for his performance.

9: I Only Want To Be With You/Tell The Boys Lyrics - Shout! musical
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In this guide, you will receive all the vital information you need to become a musical theater actor, from audition
materials and preparation to the all-important MT terms you must know to the.
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